25% SAVINGS
FOR CLC
MEMBERS

Spotlight On Social Studies!
Interactive eBooks Bring Learning to Life!

(ADDITIONAL 15% OFF
MEMBER PRICE)

“First-rate. PURCHASE WITH CONFIDENCE.”
—School Library Journal
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SCAN THE QR CODE TO GET FREE TRIALS, TITLE LISTS, OR TO PURCHASE!

GOOGLE SINGLE SIGN-ON. ONE-TIME PURCHASE.
CONTINUALLY UPDATED. FREE TRIALS.
ORDER BY 12/31/17 FOR SPECIAL PRICING!
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860-344-8777 • aprincipato@ctlibrarians.org

Paul Davis

Rosen Publishing Representative

1-800-963-2665 • 978-697-0911 (cell) • pauldavisway@aol.com

Introducing Spotlight On
Social Studies!
Interactive eBooks bring learning to life!
DYNAMIC TIMELINES
allow students to understand
history in context

ACTOR-NARRATED AUDIO
ensures that all learners succeed
and supports diverse learning styles

MAPS show the location
covered on each page and can
be enlarged and printed

PRIMARY SOURCES and
bios enrich text with in-depth
historical background

INSTRUCTIONAL GUIDES
make concepts easy to teach
and easy to learn

VIDEOS and More About
articles take learning to
the next level

Continually updated with key events and discoveries.

ONE-TIME PURCHASE. Unlimited access. Free MARC records.

“Rich and nuanced…this resource is first-rate.
PURCHASE WITH CONFIDENCE.”
—School Library Journal

Instructional Planning Guides provide a road map
for easy classroom integration.
Each Guide Includes:
• Essential and guiding
questions
• Inquiry and projectbased learning activities

• Alignment to standards
• Assessments
• Civic action ideas

• Lesson plans for each
title and full set

Spotlight on American History
Benjamin Franklin: Writer, Inventor, and Diplomat
lesson plan

ESSENTIAL OR COMPELLING QUESTIONS
Note: Essential Questions frame deep understanding. These big questions are central to the discipline. Students demonstrate proof of their knowledge by answering
these questions, using the discipline specific vocabulary. Questions address core concepts—civics, history, economics, and geography—and general points such as
cause and effect, argument, evidence, critiquing conclusions, perspectives, problem solving, and more.

» How was Benjamin Franklin a man whose actions benefitted others on many levels?
» How did Benjamin Franklin’s youth set the stage for later achievements?

» How did Benjamin Franklin’s leadership and diplomacy help to unite the colonies and shape American independence?
» How did Benjamin Franklin use the power of words?

» How did Benjamin Franklin’s scientific discoveries shine a light on his character and genius?

GUIDING OR SUPPORTING QUESTIONS
Note: These help students get to deep understanding and “direct” their knowledge discovery.

» What key factors in Benjamin Franklin’s early life contributed to his future success?
» How did Benjamin Franklin get his start with the power of the press?

» Why did an early gift for writing force Benjamin Franklin to seek his own fortune in Philadelphia?
» How did Benjamin Franklin achieve success in printing and publishing despite challenges?

» How did Benjamin Franklin use his newspaper to promote united colonies and independence?
» How does Benjamin Franklin’s almanac provide insight into the man who wrote it?

» How do Benjamin Franklin’s scientific investigations reveal talents and character traits?

» How did Benjamin Franklin’s ingenuity change the lives of people of his time for the better?

LESSON PLAN ACTIVITY IDEAS
Note: Pick and choose from the list. Be certain to embrace all the inquiry practices.

» Using other Spotlight on American History books as a text set, draw out connections between people, events, ideas, places, and
trends.

FREE
Instructional
Guide Sampler

» Introduce and discuss the Essential Questions above about Benjamin Franklin to build meaning, purpose, and connections to
daily life.
» Check for prior knowledge and background knowledge about Benjamin Franklin, checking for misconceptions.

» Have students brainstorm questions and contribute to a concept map of important big ideas supported by facts in Benjamin
Franklin: Writer, Inventor, and Diplomat. Use the Find Support for the Main Idea graphic organizer.
» Create a timeline featuring significant events, opportunities, setbacks, and challenges in Benjamin Franklin’s life, highlighting
connections over time.
» Project the political cartoon on page 9 of Benjamin Franklin: Writer, Inventor, and Diplomat. Have students in groups chart and
post questions about the reasons for publishing the cartoon. They should consider the opposing viewpoints in the colonies at the
time.
» Generate a cause and effect chart that analyzes why Benjamin Franklin became a great American leader. Use the Cause-EffectWhy Chart graphic organizer.
» Use the “Voices of an American Hero” quotes below to discuss Benjamin Franklin’s stand on American independence and those
who opposed revolution.
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